We analyze muon decay using the most general local, derivative-free, Lorentz-invariant, leptonnumber-nonconserving interactions. We show that, neglecting neutrino masses, there is a one-toone correspondence between the coupling constants in the lepton-number-conserving case and combinations of coupling constants in the lepton-number-violating case; i.e. , it is not possible, even in principle, to test lepton-number conservation in muon decay if the final neutrinos are massless and are not observed. Using these relations, we are able to use previous analyses of (lepton-numberconserving) case. This implies that it is not possible, even in principle, to test lepton-number conservation in muon decay (assuming massless, unobserved final neutrinos, and that higher-order effects can be neglected). We will then see that, except for the possibility of fine-tuned cancellations, the previous analyses of muon decay can be used to put constraints on the 39 266
Muon decay is one of the few processes in which the V -3 nature of the weak interactions can be tested in precision experiments. For this reason, muon decay has been analyzed in terms of the most general local, derivative-free, Lorentz-invariant, lepton-numberconserving effective four-fermion Lagrangian. ' (By lepton-number conservation or nonconservation we refer both to the individual lepton Aavors L"L", and L"and to the total lepton number L =L, +L"+L,.) Using this, the muon decay process in which the emitted (massless) neutrinos are not observed can be described in terms of the total rate~"and nine real parameters.
However the imposition of lepton-number conserva- 
Since all the Q, "are positive definite and Q,"Q, "=1, the The probability of producing an e-handed electron in the decay of a p-handed muon (e, p =L,R ) is Q,", where considering the lepton-number-conserving limit, and we will discuss this in more detail below.
The lepton-number-nonconserving
Hamiltonian is then written as 46 0 Muon decay of "internal interference" occurs also for the g;+, g; +, gLR, g,J, and g, jT terms. Also, since the gj;, g, j g;j, and g;" terms all produce one left-handed n;L and one right-handed n R, they will all interfere (in the LNC case, the only interference terms were g -g + and g g+ ). Therefore, at first sight one expects the expression for the decay rate to be very much more complicated than in the LNC case. However, we will see that this is not the case.
The lepton-number-conserving limit is complicated somewhat by the notation for the neutrinos. However, it can be seen by writing out the components of nI and nR explicitly for the case in which all neutrinos are Dirac: 
It has been shown by explicit calculation. in the LNC case that the above two terms do not interfere. For the leptonnumber-nonconserving case, the gj, and g, pieces have the following Fierz transformations (see the Appendix):
T --aP -c T ---c I -ap -c gj eR r njL +'R r pPL gji (3eR niL+jRPL + 2 eR r n L~j R t /3/ L )'
Therefore, the --and T -pieces in the Hamiltonian Ig' I'=-, 'g Ig;, ' I'.
For the LL and + -pieces, there is no internal in- 
